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MIROIR MAGAZINE is honored to present the following
Featured Artist Portfolios reflecting on this issue’s theme,“Myth & Majesty”.
Visit MiroirMagazine.com for extended portfolios & artist information.
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MIROIR Magazine is an international fashion and arts

magazine promoting aspiring and established creative artists.

We are unconventional, and dedicated to bringing you the
highest caliber contemporary artists and the most unique
presentations of current fashion, fine art, photography, film,
music, and performance. Our goal is to inspire our readers
by showcasing the extraordinary talents of these artist’s creative
genius. We wish to share the artistic vision of our contributors
in hopes that you will embrace their work and find it as
inspirational as we do.
MIROIR Magazine promotes existing and emerging talent by
making published work accessible to artists entering the
industry. Our philosophy is to inspire, encourage and
endorse the artists that we love.
MIROIR Magazine curates a theme for each issue.
Artists are given the freedom to interpret this theme as they
wish, allowing them to visually express their unique style.
Please follow us online where you will find much more information on all of the artists we currently feature, including extended
articles, interviews, photos, videos, updates, and links to their
websites, current shows and events. Special online features will
focus on our favorite artists and their current work and ideas.

www.MiroirMagazine.com
The copyright for any material created by MIROIR Magazine and their artists
is reserved. Any duplication or use of content is not permitted without the
author’s written agreement. All rights reserved. 2018 © MIROIR Magazine.
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When language fails,
the visual calls.
There was a defining moment in
my life when I realized that my
feelings and ideas worked better
in symbols than words. After
years of experimentation, I found
my imagery through an elaborate
culling process. Notoriously,
before painting, I search
through thousands of images
collected from books beyond the
boundaries of copyright, selfportraits, and photos from my
travels, often of nearly forgotten
paintings. I’ve been devouring
images all my life but archiving
them for only two decades. I
fancy myself one of the inheritor
of art’s pre-modern legacy…
and why? Because I care how
the work was painted. Keeping
the spirit of paint’s history alive
is important to me. As a child,
I loved advent calendars, doors
that marked time and told a
story. By using arcane and/or
historical fragments of paintings
in my work, I hope to create
portals that connect to another
painting in another time. The
historical painting carries its
own symbolism, which has
the potential for contemporary
allegory. In school, I was told
painting was dead. Art was dead.
I was told this for so long that I
thought no one would care if I
used historical art do something
I desperately needed to do. Dead
things cannot object if one plays
with them. However, in doing my
own work in such a scandalous
way, I wished to grant the old
masters their rights.

Allegory of Bad Government

Angel at the End of Time

Of Ergot and Ashes
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Unspeakable

The Bride

Study After Bacon

Seraphim

Sisters of the Hell Mouth
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